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ABSTRACT: Reliable tools for measuring service quality and demonstrating the impact of services are 
becoming more and more important in library sector development. Measuring quality is not only an 
administrative factor. In-depth quality assessment is also needed for a library to inclusively identify 
and respond to current and emerging needs of its stakeholders and various user groups. In this 
context, the paper analyses quality assessment methods used in the University of Namibia (UNAM) 
Library from 2012 – 2019 with the main focus on the international standardised customer satisfaction 
LibQUAL+ survey, carried out in 2012 and 2014. The paper provides an analytical assessment of 
the use of LibQUAL+ at UNAM library, describing challenges, benefi ts and outcomes of the use of 
the method. The authors conclude that LibQUAL+ proved to be a very informative tool providing 
critical information for strategic planning. The use of a scientifi cally developed standardised tool had 
the additional advantage that the institution’s management trusted the results. The paper further 
discusses the practical implications of how the results of LibQUAL+ informed strategic planning and 
improvement of services, presents an analysis of the reasons for discontinuation the use of LibQUAL+ 
instrument, and concludes with a brief description of complementary methods that can be used to 
assess aspects that customer satisfaction-based methods do not cover, namely external quality reviews 
and benchmarking. The purpose of the paper is to provide an analytical view of challenges and 
benefi ts of quality assessment processes in one academic library for the benefi t of strategic planning 
processes in other libraries

KEYWORDS: quality assurance, LibQUAL+, customer satisfaction surveys, service quality, academic 
libraries.

INTRODUCTION
Demonstrating quality and accountability is an integral part of higher education institutions. Higher education 
institutions are currently competing aggressively through competitive advantages and high quality to attract 
students, prominent academics and funding. The assessment of service quality is essential in providing 
evidence on the eff ectiveness of educational lans and im rovement rogrammes ardona and ravo 
(2012). Economic realities in higher education funding systems have also brought in new requirements for 
accountability. International developments and requirements have resulted in many countries establishing 
national and institutional quality assurance agencies responsible to monitor and evaluate the quality and 

erformance of higher education institutions Is  In amibia  the amibia uali  cations uthority  is 
res onsible for setting u  and administering the ational uali  cations rame or   hile the ational 
Council for Higher Education (NCHE) is responsible for accrediting academic programmes and higher 
education institutions. 
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Academic libraries provide critical services to the parent institutions, supporting teaching, learning, research, 
innovation and resource mobilisation activities. They are also required to demonstrate the value and quality 
of their services by aligning their mission, vision and strategic initiatives to those of the mother institution. 
Atkinson (2017) The conventional roles of academic libraries have transformed through the advancement 
of information and communication technology (ICT), which changed, and continue to change, the way 
information is published, accessed and used. It also changed the modes of learning, teaching, assessment and 
the communication of research. As a result, reliable tools for measuring service quality and demonstrating 
the impact of services has become more important in library sector development. Measuring quality is, 
however, not only an administrative function. A more in-depth objective for a library’s quality assessment is to 
inclusively identify and respond to current and emerging needs of its stakeholders and various user groups. 
The eff ectiveness and uality of academic library services rely on close interrelationshi s bet een various 
entities of the university  such as library staff  academics  students and other rofessional su ort staff   

This paper analysed quality assessment methods used at the University of Namibia (UNAM) Library from 2012-
2019, focusing on the international standardised customer satisfaction survey, LIBQUAL+, carried out in 2012 
and  The ur ose of the a er is to rovide an analytical assessment of the use of I U  at the 
U M ibrary  describing challenges and bene  ts in the rocess of collecting and analysing the data and the 
results and outcomes from the use of the instrument. An analysis of the reasons for discontinuation the use 
of LibQUAL+ instrument is also presented. The paper concludes with a brief description of complementary 
methods used to assess aspects that customer satisfaction-based methods do not cover, namely external 
quality reviews and benchmarking. The goal of the paper is to provide an analytical view of the challenges and 
bene  ts of uality assessment methods in one academic library  It too  on the form of a case study based on 
library quality assurance processes at UNAM.

The paper is based on data provided by LibQUAL+ survey results during assessments carried out at the 
University of Namibia Library. These overall and campus based reports are the result of surveys carried out in 

 and  oo  eath  Thom son  reen  yrillidou  and oebuc   Mitonga  oo  eath  
Thom son  yrillidou  oebuc  and eager  ule  Uutoni and is ala  is ala  orases  Iilonga  
Iipinge, Leonard, Mumanyi, Mwiyale, Ngandu and Ngula (2018), as well as reports of the library’s quality review 
organised and supervised by the university’s Centre for Quality Assurance and Management (CEQUEM) from 
2018 to 2019 University of Namibia: CEQUEM (2018); Niskala et al. (2018); University of Namibia library and 
CEQUEM (2019) and a benchmarking exercise in 2019 Ndinoshiho, Mumanyi and Leonard (2019). To this 
can be added the authors’ own experiences as active members of the library’s quality assurance teams on 
data analysis and re orting  training or sho s and meetings bet een library staff  and management as ell 
as consultative presentations and discussions with stakeholders and the UNAM’s quality assurance unit, 
CEQUAM.

THE CONCEPT OF SERVICE QUALITY IN ACADEMIC LIBRARIES
Evaluation of service quality in libraries is not a new phenomenon. It has been a topic of analysis for decades 

li and aza  iff erent measures can be used to evaluate service uality  In the library conte t  
traditional quantitative measures such as collection size, numbers of visitors, issuing and returning statistics, 
budget size  uantity of staff  are used as a basis to measure service uality Morales  adhari  eynoso  Toro 
and Sepulveda (2011); Gothani and Van der Walt (2019). However, these input-based measures have been 
assessed to be inadequate to measure service quality. This created a need for libraries to develop and adopt 
more diverse and in-depth methods to evaluate quality, including the stakeholder’s perspective of service 
quality Sahu (2007). 
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The recent developments have brought service quality characterisation to focus on the overall assessment of 
service by either a customer or any other stakeholders to pass judgement as to whether the service met their 
e ectations or not shghi  oy and anguli  In addition  Morales et al   de  ne service uality as 
a gap analysis between users’ perception of actual received services and the expectations about the service. 
A negative gap indicates that the service performance is below the level of expected service, while a positive 
ga  is an indication that the service erformance has ful  lled or e ceeded the e ected service Morales 
et al. (2011). With this, measuring service quality moved away from a service input perspective and focus 
now on service quality as perceived by stakeholders. Quantitative and qualitative methods have, therefore, 
been developed to address gaps in the evaluation of service quality. These include tools such as SERVQUAL, 

ib U   S  S U  S U  ecS U  and ib ebS  that are mainly used for 
quantitative assessment of service quality. To complement the quantitative measures, evaluation tools such 
as external quality reviews/peer reviews, accreditation, benchmarking and library standards are used to 
provide a comprehensive view of service quality. 

In this context, the accreditation of programmes and institutions are critical quality assurance processes for 
academic institutions. However, observed that librarians are not fully integrated into the quality assurance and 
accreditation of programmes in higher education institutions Popescu (2017). Studies that investigated the 
involvement of librarians in these programmes revealed that the librarians’ involvement in these evaluation 
processes in higher education institutions is just a formality. They are not fully engaged in the processes 
Bowker (2017); Wu and Senior (2016). Both studies observed the need for the improvement of proactive 
library participation in faculty collaboration and reporting for accreditation and programme reviews. 

Atkinson (2017) emphasised the need that service quality measurements of academic libraries should 
encompass activities such as strategy and planning, collaboration, engagement with customers, management 
and leadership. Hiller and Kyrillidou and Self (2007) found that there may be serious weaknesses in quality 
assessment rocesses in relation to actual im act to decision ma ing and service im rovement  Their  ndings 
emphasize that leadership direction and support combined with customer-centred organizational culture 
are the critical foundations for e   cient service uality assessment culture in libraries  

SERVICE QUALITY EVALUATION TOOLS: LIBQUAL AND SERVQUAL 
The literature review conducted for this study indicated that LIBQUAL and SERVQUAL are currently the 
primary tools used to evaluate service quality in library and information services. SERVQUAL, developed by 
Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry (1985) is an accepted model of service quality evaluation that has been 
thoroughly tested and idely ado ted as a reliable assessment tool Trevedi and hatt   ccording 
to Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry (1991) SERVQUAL originally consisted of ten dimensions to cover 
im ortant issues hen assessing service uality  fter a revision  only  ve dimensions remained  tangible  
reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy. These measures were improved to include a three-level 
rating consisting of the desired level, the minimum level and the perceived level Parasuraman, Zeithaml and 

erry  The a lication of S U  in libraries rovided insight into customers  intellectualization 
of what a service should deliver and how well the service meets their expectations Gothani and Van der 
Walt (2019); Marimon, Mas-Machuca, Berbegal-Mirabent and Llach (2019); Mwiya, Siachinji, Bwalya, Sikombe, 
Chawala, Chanda and Kaulungombe (2019). Despite its popular application, some scholars observed 
shortcomings at the conceptual and operation level Marimon Mas-Machuca, Berbegal-Maribent, and Llach 
(2019); Buttle (1996). In the library conte t  it as observed that the  ve dimensions of S U  are not 
comprehensive for the library environment and additional dimensions of quality that were not covered by 
SERVQUAL model were recommended (Cook and Thompson 2000). This critique led to the development of 
a new tool called LibQUAL. 
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LIBQUAL+ is a web-based survey instrument that evolved from a conceptual model based on the SERVQUAL 
instrument. LibQUAL+ measures library users’ minimum, perceived and desired level of service across three 
dimensions  aff ect of service  information control and library as a lace ssociation of esearch ibraries 
(2019). The three dimensions represent key areas of library service quality and are described as follows: 

• Aff ect of service measures the uality of the staff  assessing the inter ersonal dimensions of library 
service, such as empathy, responsiveness, assurance and reliability as well as the knowledge, skills 
and rofessional e ertise of the staff 

• Information control measures library service quality in terms of the scope, content and access 
to information resources: adequacy of print and electronic collections, easy-to-use access tools; ICT 
technologies; convenience and ease of navigation on the library website; timeliness; availability of 
modern equipment; self-reliance when accessing information and ICT facilities.

• Library as a place measures library buildings and library space, assessing how the physical 
environment is perceived both in pragmatic, utilitarian, and symbolic terms encompassing aspects 
of the library as a safe haven  that is a comfortable  inviting and re  ective s ace that ins ires study  
learning and research. 

LibQUAL uses the gap theory of service quality to ascertain what the users expect from the library service as 
well as how they perceive the quality of the service received. It conceptualises service quality as the service 
ga  hich is the diff erence bet een the e ectation of service uality from an e cellent service rovider and 
the perception of service quality from the current service provider.

Standardised customer satisfaction survey models such as SERVQUAL and LibQUAL have been widely used by 
academic libraries to measure their value and user satisfaction. Longitudinal studies on the implementation 
of ib U  surveys in the US  and uro e su ort the functionality of the instrument for the identi  cation of 
improvement needs, strategic planning and benchmarking with other libraries but also identify shortcomings 
that would need to be addressed. Dennis, Greenwood and Watson (2013); Greenwood, Watson and Dennis 

 oorbi   Mc aff rey  Scholars such as ahan  Taib  ainudin and Ismail  ange  
Miller-Nesbitt and Severson 2016 used service quality surveys to inform policy formulation. Dahan et al. 
(2016) also customized a new measuring tool for service quality and the perspectives of library users. The 

ib U  survey model a ears to serve as a guide for eff ective decision ma ing regarding administration 
and resource allocation to ensure the attainment of the library’s vision and mission. 

ccording to the ssociation of esearch ibraries  ib U  has since  been used as a uality 
assurance instrument in  higher education and research institutions in  ve frican countries  gy t  
Malawi, Tanzania and Namibia with one university in each country, and the rest in South Africa. In 11 of the 
institutions the survey has been carried out once in others twice or multiple times. Published case studies 
re  ect either satisfaction ith the instrument Moon  or limitations of ib U  hich have led to 
the development and use of a customised user satisfaction survey complemented with qualitative methods 
Becker, Hartle and Mhlauli (2017). Gothani and Van der Walt (2019) adopted SERVQUAL to investigate the 
level of service uality at ga han University in enya  Their  ndings su orted the value of the instrument 
to identify shortcomings and plan improvements. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NAMIBIA: INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE 
UNAM is one of the two public universities in Namibia established by an Act of parliament, University of 
Namibia Act, Act No. 18 of 1992, governed as a semi-autonomous higher education institution and funded 
through government subsidy and tuition fees. 
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UNAM has grown since its establishment geographically, in student numbers and as an academic institution. 
In 1992, when it was founded, the institution started with about 3,600 students on one campus with a limited 
number of undergraduate programmes. Since then, the university has progressed into a multi-campus 
higher education and research university hich off ers  di lomas   undergraduate degrees   masters  
and  doctoral degrees  U M is the largest national institution of higher education in the country  ith 
12 campuses and seven regional distance education centres countrywide. Student enrolment has been 
increasing steadily to the current  students  U M em loys  academic and  administrative 
staff 

U M s ne  strategic lan for  em hasises the role of research and innovation  internationalization 
and alterative  nancial  o s to secure sustainability and relevance to the society and to be able to tac le 
complex 21st-century challenges and technologies University of Namibia (2019). 

THE UNAM LIBRARY
The UNAM library functions as an academic library, as well as a national information centre and is open 
to the public. It provides services through campus libraries at all UNAM’s 12 campuses. The library also 
maintains collections in the university’s seven regional centres which support the university’s open and 
distance education programmes and which, in addition to digital library resources, brings access to physical 
library collections into almost all of the  regions rovinces  U M library is also res onsible for U M s 
institutional records management function and hosts the institutional records centre and archives. The 
library staff  consists of  rofessional staff  librarians and archivists  and  semi rofessional staff  library 
and archives assistants – of which the latter also attained either diplomas or degrees in library or information 
studies or related  elds  This ma es the staff  com onent academically ell uali  ed

The library functions with a reasonable annual book and e-resources/periodicals budget and aims to ensure 
relevant and up-to-date academic library information resources to support teaching, study, innovation and 
research in the diverse  elds of study and research at the institution  In  the overall boo  collection 
consisted of +300,000 volumes against more than 180,000 titles. Access to global electronic resources is 
in our view currently at international level. The diversity of resources covers all subject areas and allows 
the use of the latest global information sources for research and teaching. e uested and identi  ed ne  
resources are evaluated annually and compared to existing sources. To achieve this, the library has since 
2010 evaluated and gradually motivated and ensured budget increases to increase its subscriptions from 
about  to  global and regional electronic information resources and identi  ed accredited credible o en 
sources resources  urrent subscribed scienti  c and rofessional databases include merald  S ringer in  
Sco us  Science irect  Taylor  rancis  iley  bsco host  S  ublications  uta a  MIMS  ochrane 
systematic revie s  ein nline  I  novel engineering database and limited access to esearch ife 
databases (See http://www.unam.edu.na/library/e-resources). 

WHY DID UNAM LIBRARY ADOPT LIBQUAL+? 
International and national quality assurance requirements in higher education led UNAM to establish the 
Centre for Quality Assurance and Management (CEQUAM) in 2010. During the institutional discussions 
leading to the establishment of CEQUAM the library management realised the need to study quality assurance 
methods and tools that would apply to academic libraries. Such methods and tools were deemed necessary 
to contribute meaningfully to the institutional quality assurance and accreditation processes as well as to 
be able to align the library’s services and procedures with the strategic direction of the institution. Without 
scienti  cally ac no ledged uality assessment tools the library ould not be in the osition to rovide 
reliable data for strategic planning as a contributor to the strategic objectives of the institution. It was also 
realised that in the new environment of accountability and quality measurement, the library would need 
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reliable data to demonstrate its im act and the ga s in its services and facilities that may need  nancial and 
human resource investment.

In 2010-2011the library established a team led by Chenjerai Mabhiza, the head of the User Services Department, 
to identify and evaluate tools for library quality assurance processes. As a result, the international LIBQUAL 

 survey instrument  maintained by the ssociation of esearch  ibraries in US  as identi  ed as a 
reliable tool to measure library quality from the point of view of all stakeholders that use or might need to 
use UNAM’s libraries, whether physically or digitally. The main reason for adopting LibQUAL+ was that it 

as a scienti  cally develo ed tool to s eci  cally assess library service uality  based on a mar et research 
assessment evaluation tool, SERVQUAL, which is used in other ambiguous areas to assess quality.

As part of considerations supporting the decision to use LibQUAL+ it was recognised that a library is clearly 
an ambiguous service from customers  oint of vie  and it is often di   cult for a library s clientele to assess 

hat to e ect from library services and resources  It is e ually di   cult to determine hether hat they 
are getting is hat they ere e ected to get  That is s eci  cally true in develo ing countries  here the 
library systems are often scarcely resourced and not widely available. In Namibia there is a public library 
network, but it covers mainly urban areas. Most school libraries are limited to storeroom type facilities with 
irrelevant donated book collections. Against this background it is quite probable that library users would not 
have library experience that could provide a basis for assessing the quality of the academic library services. 
This ambiguity lead to situations, where library services can receive very high satisfaction ratings in surveys, 
even hen realistic observation and com laints ould have indicated that customers ere not satis  ed  The 
strength of ib U  as that it as develo ed through scienti  c analysis and testing to inclusively cover the 
essential dimension of library service. The validity of the tool was also supported by CEQUAM. UNAM library 
subscribed to I U  and has carried out t o surveys using this instrument in  and   

IMPLEMENTING THE LIBQUAL+ SURVEY AT UNAM
U M ibrary conducted the  rst ib U  customer satisfaction survey in  considered it a ilot and 
limited it to the main cam us oo  et al   Mitonga  This a er here focusses on the  survey

The  survey started in mid ugust and as lanned to run for one month but continued until the end 
of the academic year in the beginning of December to reach representative response rates. The survey 
targeted the whole population of UNAM. Response rate statistics could be followed through the ARL LibQUAL 
administrative system  The survey as romoted using osters  lea  ets and ostings through student 

ortal and staff  email list  hen it as realised that the initial res onse rate as ho ever very lo  the 
library s ib U  team mobilized the library staff  from diff erent cam uses to develo  and a ly motivational 
methods, including promotional stands in the faculty areas, personal emails to academic and administrative 
staff  and collaboration ith lecturers for students to be allo ed and encouraged to  ll in the survey during 
computer lab classes. At some campuses, cool drinks and sweets were added as additional incentives. The 
overall res onse rate reached  meeting the established  res onse rate considered re resentative 
and satisfactory  Some cam uses reached a  res onse rate  The res onse rate of one cam us as ell 
as that of ostgraduate students and academic and administrative staff  fell belo  the target  but due to the 
lo er overall number of the o ulation  ere still considered re resentative  See igures  and  The total 
number of res ondents as  n   students n   academic and administrative 
staff  n  and  library staff  n  In the ib U  survey model  the uestionnaire is also  lled by 
library staff  to assess self erce tions of the uality of the service  Staff  data is analysed se arately to not 
aff ect the customer satisfaction results  
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Figure 1: LibQUAL 2014 survey response rates per campus

Figure 2: LibQUAL 2014 survey response rates per academic stakeholder

SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS OF THE UNAM LIBRARY 2014 
LIBQUAL SURVEY: “UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY” 
The data used in the descri tion of  ndings is based on the  and  U M library ib U   
reports and customised local reports with additional analysis of the qualitative data. Cook et al (2012); Cook 
et al   Mitonga  ule et al  

In the  survey  the alarming  nding as that all the three main service dimensions of the library services 
as de  ned by ib U  ere rated belo  the minimum level of acce table service uality  In the ib U  
terminology the adequacy means, meaning the gap between minimal required service level compared to the 
actual service level, was below zero for all three dimensions of library service. The UNAM library service had 
thus overall been rated below the minimal acceptable level. Consequently, the library management set up the 
objective to reach at least an acceptable level of service in all aspects of services. 

ccording to the  results  customer satisfaction ratings im roved bringing the overall rating in all three 
library service dimensions just above satisfactory. Upon more detailed observation the adequacy means, 
for all e ce t four of the standard  uestions and t o of the  ve local uestions  as at satisfactory level  
above zero. 
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nalysis of results from diff erent users  grou s  ho ever  revealed that the targeted satisfactory level of 
service quality was reached in the ratings by undergraduate students, indicating that the library was meeting 
their needs relatively ell  ostgraduate students and academic staff  assessed all dimensions of library 
service signi  cantly belo  the minimum level of acce table uality

LIBQUAL+ uses radar charts to demonstrate the overall satisfaction ratings based on the adequacy mean 
diff erence bet een the minimal acce table level and the erceived actual service level in each uestion  

and su eriority mean diff erence bet een the o timal desired level and the actual level of service  The 
respondents’ minimum, desired and perceived levels of service quality are plotted on each axis of the radar 
charts. The resulting “gaps” between the three levels are shaded in blue, yellow, green, and red. A radar 
graph shaded blue and yellow indicates that users’ perceptions of service fall within the “zone of tolerance”: 
the distance between minimum expectations and perceptions of service quality indicating satisfactory level 
of service is shaded in blue, and the distance between their desired and perceived levels of service quality is 
shown in yellow. If the distance between users’ minimum expectations and perceptions of service delivery is 
represented in red, it indicates a negative service adequacy gap score meaning service quality below minimal 
acceptable level. Green shading indicates high, above desired level of service. Association of Research 

ibraries  The radar charts in igures  and  belo  demonstrate the clear diff erence bet een the 
overall library service uality as rated by U M undergraduate students and academic staff 

Figure 3: UNAM library LibQUAL 2014: undergraduate 
students (Cook et al 2014, 46)

Figure 4: UNAM library LibQUAL+ 2014: Academic 
staff  (Cook et al 2014, 74)

The undergraduate’s consistent blue (dark) colour line demonstrates the overall satisfaction rating as slightly 
above the minimal required level. That applies to all questions except for the question indicating lack of 
grou  or s ace on library buildings  Unfortunately  this overall rating e cludes  ve local uestions of hich 
also two subject specialist assistance and print/scan/photocopy facilities were rated below the minimal 
acceptable level. The results indicated clearly that the library service, in the view of undergraduate students, 
is at a satisfactory level, even if not at the optimal desired level. This can be seen in the area shaded in yellow 
light  on the ga  bet een actual and desired level of service igure  

The second radar chart  igure  demonstrate the service uality assessment by academic staff  and is 
dominated by red (dark), meaning the perceived level is less than the minimum level of acceptable service 

uality in all dimension of library service  attitudes and s ills of staff  collections  I T tools and buildings  
ually  all areas re  ected by the  ve local uestions ere rated belo  the minimum acce table level  The 
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lowest rating was given to capacity/lack of capacity for subject specialist assistance. The same below minimum 
acceptable level of services in all aspects was indicated by postgraduate students. 

It must be mentioned that charts in igures  and  re  ect the overall results from all cam uses  hile 
there ere signi  cant variations bet een cam uses  n one cam us also the erce tions of undergraduate 
students were below the acceptable service level in all dimensions of library service and on another campus, 
the academic staff s erce tions ere at a satisfactory level  rom three of the  cam uses res onses ere 
only received from students.

The conclusion dra n from the I U   survey as that U M libraries functioned at a satisfactory 
level for undergraduate students, but did not respond to the needs of postgraduate students and academics. 
This ey  nding challenged the library s management to res ond to the library service re uirements of 
academic staff  and ostgraduate students  n analysis of the res onses from the one free te t uestion 
included in the survey did not rovide any s eci  c reason for the lo uality e erience of these user grou s  
That placed the need for additional methods on the table. 

vidence on discre ancies of service level at diff erent cam us libraries as another signi  cant  nding of the 
 survey  It as identi  ed as another ey issue to be further analysed and addressed  

In the UNAM data analysis and reporting process, a lack of expertise in using qualitative analytical tools made 
it di   cult to ma e use of the data collected from the one o en uestion here res ondents can raise any 

ertinent issues  fter both surveys  a research consultant as a ointed to analyse and re ort the  ndings  
The results were rewarding and provided rich information, including new information that the normal survey 
questions did not highlight.

In addition to the above mentioned t o ma or  ndings namely generic dissatisfaction to library services by 
lecturers  researchers and ostgraduate students and diff erences in service levels bet een cam uses  the 
following areas summarised from both quantitative and qualitative data needed improvements: 

  ma or  nding correlates ith Mc aff rey s  observations that one of the areas here ib U  
provides valuable information is the assessment of the physical library environment. The importance 
of a library as a conducive study and research space for the UNAM communities was quite evident 
from both sets of data. 

 In relation to library buildings  the  ndings raised the issues of increasing student numbers  hich 
had not been re  ected in the library s ace and lac  of conducive laces for or ing in grou s  ther 
e licit roblems s eci  ed in the ualitative data included de  ciencies in air conditioning and toilet 
facilities and noise in the library.

• Inconvenience and security problems caused by the rule to not allow library clients to bring their bags 
into the library was frequently mentioned. 

• Minor issues raised by users like not allowing headphones and water bottles in the library were 
immediately solved by adjusting these rules. In the main campus, toilet facilities were also improved 
immediately by reducing the number of staff  toilets and in this ay roviding more ublic toilets   

 I T related roblems consisted of the follo ing s eci  c issues  Insu   cient number and lo  uality 
of ublic use com uters and lo  and irregular internet connection reventing the e   cient use of 
electronic resources   re uently mentioned ere also roblems in scanning co ying rinting 
facilities, e.g. clumsy payment systems; log-in based printing system preventing outside users to print/
copy/scan; slow maintenance of copy machines; scanning not available for students.  

• In relation to library collections qualitative data clearly indicated lack of adequate provision of 
rescribed te tboo s as a common roblem  omments did not rovide s eci  c issues to e lain 

belo  satisfaction ratings on electronic collections and ournals from academic staff  and ostgraduate 
students. 
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ADOPTING LIBQUAL SURVEY FINDINGS FOR PRACTICAL 
SOLUTIONS AND STRATEGIC PLANNING

While planning the presentation and discussions of results with the university’s management, campuses and 
generally user communities, it was realised that the presentation formats provided by ARL reports do not 
directly speak to the user groups. That is why the library’s LIBQUAL+ team transferred the data into graphical 
charts. In that process, the dimensional distribution of the LibQUAL format was also amended. This was not 
based on scienti  c testing  but on ractical assessment of ho  to rovide s eci  c results that can assist to 
identify roblems and im rove issues more s eci  cally

ff ect of Service  uestions assessing the library staff  rovided signi  cantly diff erent ratings hen divided 
into uestions that re  ect on the one hand customer oriented attitudes and ractices and on the other hand 

rofessional com etencies  Staff  can a ear to be very hel ful but a lac  of re uired e ertise roblematize 
com licated assistance  tracting the rofessional s ills as ect from the overall staff  uality dimension 
provided useful information for follow-up actions like training and mentoring needs. 

uestions in the Information control  dimension logically re  ect satisfaction of t o signi  cantly diff erent 
as ects of library service   rstly  the uality and relevance of collections and secondly  I T tools and devices 
including support for independent library use, which in these questions focussed on ICT based tools.

ividing the ib U  survey s three dimensions to  ve dimensions hel ed  in our vie  to lan the re uired 
strategic actions to improve library services and assess users concerns much better than the three-dimensional 
approach. In presentations and discussion on results, we also replaced the LibQUAL+ theoretical concepts 
for service dimensions ith generic terminology li e customer care and rofessional s ills instead of ff ect 
of Service”. Instead of “Information Control” we used two dimensions - “Collections/Library Resources” and 
“ICT (equipment and internet connectivity, and tools for independent library use)”, to facilitate discussions. 

igure  rovides a summary of the uantitative results of undergraduate and ostgraduate students and 
academic staff  resented in this locally a lied format of  ve dimensions of the library services including 
ratings for the  ve local uestions  The satisfaction rating by undergraduate students indicates acce table 
levels of library service as values above zero except for professional skills, which does not meet the minimum 
acceptable level. This is quite a serious problem for the library, which is, in essence, the professional 
information service entity of the university  atings by ostgraduates and academic staff  are belo  zero  
thus belo  minimal acce table level of uality of service in all  ve dimensions   lac  of ade uate collections 
is felt most seriously by postgraduate students and a lack of professional expertise are experienced most 
seriously by academic staff  
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Figure 5: Satisfaction rating (adequacy mean) comparison between undergraduate students, postgraduate 
students and academic staff  according to the 5-dimensional library service format (Questionnaire - see 

annexure 1).

The ib U  results ere resented to library staff  management  academics  and students using a 
reformulated graphical representation formats in addition to radar charts. This approach proved fruitful 
and created a lot of discussions  including ne  information on s eci  c roblems as ell as suggestions for 
improvements.

indings ere communicated to the U M academic communities through many latforms including 
relevant university committee meetings and consultative meetings at most cam uses  ibrary staff  meetings 
were organised to make sure that the results and action plans are known and internalised. Wider distribution 
of results, using the posters and social media, as motivation for participation in future surveys indicating that 
surveys have a real impact, was planned. The message that was to be communicated was: “This is what you 
as ed  and this is hat e did  In the end it as not carried out due to staff  constraints

IMPROVEMENTS BASED ON THE LIBQUAL+ SURVEY
LibQUAL+ survey results combined with the results of consultative engagements were developed into a 
detailed improvement plan Niskala et al. (2018, 105-122) which has been used as reference in the library’s 
strategic plans since 2015. It was replaced with the self-improvement plan based on the results of the external 
quality review in 2019 University of Namibia library & CEQEM (2019).

Some of the plans were probably over-ambitious and have taken long to progress. An additional obstacle 
as created by the continuing national economic do nturn since  hich has signi  cantly reduced 

government s funding to the university  ollo ing is a summary of im rovements that have been im lemented 
related to  ndings from the ib U   surveys

“AFFECT OF SERVICE”: USER-ORIENTED SERVICE CULTURE AND 
PROFESSIONAL SKILLS 
The  ib U  survey found that the sub ect s ecialist services for academics and ostgraduate 
students were seriously below satisfactory level. The library used benchmarking as a mechanism to learn from 
other institutions on s ills needed for serving academics and ostgraduate students  The ardiff  University 
and UNAM’s Phoenix collaboration provided an opportunity for capacity building on information literacy 
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instructing and systematic revie s  our library staff  ere also rovided ith an o ortunity for rofessional 
internshi  at ardiff  University library from three to four ee s focusing on the collaborative develo ment of 
new services. Both authors of this paper have been involved in the development of research support services, 
a new service area at UNAM library that is addressing the needs of both UNAM management and academics. 

 ne  osition  a research su ort librarian  as established and  lled in  

The main intervention before the  survey had been addressing the lo  rating in customer care  
su orted by very e licit ualitative data on lac  of hel fulness by library staff  ith customer care and 
emotional intelligence training reaching almost all library staff  This as ect clearly im roved in the  
survey  ndings su orted by observations on the ground  o ever  according to the observations and un
systematic interviews by the authors of this paper establishing a truly customer-oriented service culture 
throughout UNAM libraries remained a challenge.

“INFORMATION CONTROL”: COLLECTIONS
An analysis of the complaints about lack of textbooks revealed real gaps as well as weaknesses in the 
acquisition processes. These aspects have since been addressed followed by the prioritization of textbooks 
in acquisition processes. The library collection should now cover all titles mentioned in course outlines as 
prescribed textbooks. Collection Development Policy took the results and recommendations related to library 
resources from the LibQUAL+ surveys into account, providing an up-to-date user-focussed framework for 
collection development. 

The indication about the lack of adequate electronic resources and journals was, upon further analyses, 
not compatible with UNAM’s comparatively high quality of electronic resource subscriptions coverage and 

as inter reted to mostly re  ect a lac  of romotion and information literacy com etencies in the use of 
changed provision of journals from print to electronic, both by academics and students. A technical problem 

as also recti  ed u on analysing the reasons for this result by changing the off cam us access mode hich 
re uired that a user had to activate an e ro y lin  by selecting off  cam us  even if a user is on cam us  This 
was especially a problem for the satellite campus. To address possible problems in the use of e-resources 
subject librarians have been encouraged to proactively approach lecturers and researchers to establish that 
they are aware and know how to use relevant resources. In relation to students, the library has started the 
formal rocess of incor orating into all curricula embedded information literacy I  instruction for  rst year 
students and for both undergraduate and postgraduate students, who are starting their research projects, 
to replace the ever changing, negotiated and ad–hoc IL systems.

iscussion related to the dissatisfaction of academic staff  related to library resources brought about the 
realization that it could take up to two years to receive library material from the suppliers. To address this, the 
library conducted a su lier erformance assessment and established a de  ned delivery timeframe attached 
to an order together ith an e   cient claiming system after lacing an order  These actions have s ed u  the 
ordering rocess by  decreasing aiting for stoc  from an average of  months to a year to about t o 
months. 

“INFORMATION CONTROL”: ICT AND TOOLS FOR INDEPENDENT 
LIBRARY USES
Complaints concerning the photocopying, scanning and printing machines in the library across campuses 

ere veri  ed to be based on real roblems that aff ected academic erformance  This is an outsourced service 
at UNAM and the library took an active stand in direct high-level negotiations with the service provider. This 
resulted in an increased number of photocopying and printing facilities across campuses and improvements 
in the maintenance service. Scanning for students proved to be a technically solvable problem, one that the 
library management was not aware of before the survey. e  ciencies still e ist  but ne  tenders for a service 
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rovider  hich is no  in rocess  ho efully  ill include and ful  l re uirements resented by the library 
based on the customers’ requirements of service quality.

e lacing out off  lifes an ublic use com uter stoc  too  time due to  nancial constraints  In   nally all 
UNAM libraries received new PCs for all library IT training rooms and public use computer areas. The quality 
and s eed of internet connectivity have been im roved signi  cantly in all cam uses  These im rovements 
have been greatly supported by the evidence from the LibQUAL+ survey on the importance of the library ICT 
facilities to students. 

“LIBRARY AS A PLACE”
In relation to s ace  the lans for ne  buildings and e tensions ith diversi  ed areas for research and study 
had to be set aside due to national economic do nturn aff ecting the university s funding dee ly and  in 
essence, freezing most capital projects since 2016. Addressing increasing student numbers with additional 
study space was, however, provisionally addressed by moving shelving closure and securing a storage area so 
that no additional space would be needed while collection grows. The centralised print journal collection in 
the main cam us as also signi  cantly reduced to create s ace  although the su ort as not fully secured 
due to concerns about its historical value. 

Conducive space for postgraduate students and researchers was addressed with very positive feedback from 
users by establishing modest but functional “Research Commons” facilities in two campuses. A dedicated 
“Research Commons” area is also in progress on a third campus.

urther analysis of the reasons for noise having been considered as a ma or roblem leading to the realisation 
that collaborative work had become a common way of studying. UNAM library buildings consist of large halls 
with limited provision for discussion rooms. Coinciding with economic constraints, the situation proved to be 
challenging, but a functional solution was implemented in the multi-storey main campus building by zoning 
the  oors to discussion and uiet study areas

Library management agreed with students that the tradition of requiring users to leave their bags outside 
the library in diverse systems of bag counters contributed to security problems and was, in fact, very 
uncomfortable. The plan to change the system by improving security through CCTV camera systems with 
eff ective monitoring has ta en long  ne library has  since a fe  years ago  been covered ith an eff ective 
CCTV system and allows users to bring along their bags. Two smaller libraries do that, anyway, trusting the 
small size of population. The main campus CCTV system was completed in 2020 – and negotiations with the 
university’s security department continue to make arrangements to allow users to keep their bags when 
entering the library. 

WHY DID UNAM DISCONTINUE USING LIBQUAL+ 
In the rocess of resenting the I U  data  it as clearly noticed that using a standardised scienti  cally 
recognised quality framework tool was highly regarded by the institutional management, especially the quality 
assurance and strategic planning units as well as other academic stakeholders. It provided a tool to get 
institutional support for actions recommended by the results of the survey. This aspect strongly supported 
the continuation of the use of the instrument as the main tool to assess library service quality. The results 
of the LibQUAL+ surveys were also acknowledged by the library management to be very informative and 
relevant.

It was apparent, however, that there was a problem understanding LibQUAL+ data and reporting formats 
and making use of them for management information and planning. It proved to be challenging and time-
consuming. The main problem emerged, however, when presenting the results of the questionnaire. Only a 
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small core team in the library understood the methodology and the formats of the quantitative results in the 
 ib U  re orts  This situation raised adversity amongst library staff  and made it di   cult to motivate 

them to act upon the results and to prepare for the planned next survey. It was a challenge to reformulate 
the results into a format that ould be easy for the library staff  and university management to understand 

ithout additional inter retation  s e could not  nd a suitable model from the literature  e ended u  
using graphical presentations replacing the radar charts and other tools in the ARL reports. This approach 
provided positive feedback but caused delays that challenged the impact of the survey as a quality assurance 
method. At the same time, the dearth of competencies to analyse the qualitative data led to additional 
substantial delays in presenting the results. That, of course, is not related to LibQUAL alone, but a customer 
satisfaction survey is required to include at least one open-ended question to ensure sure that unexpected 
issues can be raised. 

After additional analytical work, adjusting reporting to more a familiar format of presentation and incorporating 
qualitative data meaningfully into reporting and consultations, the attitude towards the survey amongst the 
library staff  changed to ositive and there as real action in im lementing the im rovements based on 
the results. The follow-up process to write comprehensive base-line campus-based customer satisfaction 
re orts based on the identi  ed  ve dimensional formulation of  ndings  ho ever  roved to be too time
consuming for the limited number of staff  ho had mastered the ib U  methodology  nly four detailed 
campus reports were completed. 

When it was time to plan for the next survey for 2016, the mistrust in the tool was still profound amongst 
library staff  and management  The discussions during the re aration of the ne t survey uestioned the 

uestionnaire  re etitions of uestions  ambiguity and di   culties to inter ret the uestions in an environment 
where English is the second language. One of the areas of mistrust was, from the very beginning, whether 
the gab theory logic of rating the minimum, perceived and desired levels of service on a scale of 1-9, could 
be understood by respondents. The study by Natesan and Aerts (2016), to assess whether library users 
distinguish between minimum, perceived and desired levels of service quality supported the validity of 
this aspect of the LibQUAL instrument, but also indicated the need for further research. According to the 
interpretation of the library’s LibQUAL team, practical evidence appeared to support the same interpretation, 
demonstrated by the fact ho  ell es ecially the cam us level detailed ib U   ndings concurred ith 
observations and information from other sources li e un o   cial and o   cial com laints and commendations 
and suggestion bo  comments  In the minds of the U M library ib U  team  com aring  ndings ith 
practical experience and observations translated to trust in the instrument. 

However, even with general recognition of the informative value of the results, main contra-arguments 
continued about the overall challenge of understanding the survey methodology and understanding and 
communicating the survey results. 

The additional factor, which might have been overcome if there was general support for continuation, was 
the cost of the survey instrument. LibQUAL+ requires an annual membership fee, which was reasonable, but 
the cost increased signi  cantly hen a multi cam us university li e U M re uired  cam us s eci  c 
re orts  The th re ort ould be to combine data that re  ect the service uality in the regional centres to 
ma e the  ndings meaningful by indicating signi  cant diff erences bet een cam uses  

These challenges resulted in the decision to discontinue using LibQUAL+ as a library service quality assessment 
instrument in 2016. It was to be replaced with a customised survey instrument that would be easier to 
manage, focusing on locally relevant issues. The library’s management opted for developing and employing 
a Likert scale, customised customer satisfaction survey. It was agreed that in developing the localised survey 
scienti  c research on dimension that form the content for library satisfaction ould be used and the survey 

ould be formulated based on dimensions identi  ed in the ib U  research as com onents of library 
satisfaction  staff  customer care and rofessional s ills and services  library resources  I T a lications 
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and tools to support independent library use as well as space/physical facilities. The key problem that would 
be overcome this way would be time and human resource constraints and that survey results would be 
presented as management and information source much sooner and without need for additional time-
consuming interpretation.

UNAM LIBRARY’S CUSTOMISED CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEY 
The pilot questionnaire for a localised customer satisfaction survey was developed by a team of the library’s 
User Services Department and administrated as a web-based survey in 2017 and 2018. Main dimensions 
learned from the LibQUAL literature and problematic areas as found during earlier surveys of LibQUAL by 
UNAM formed the basis for the questionnaire. The formulation and principles of how to incorporate and weigh 
dimensions identi  ed by ib U  develo ment and other related studies roved to be challenging  hile 
the benchmar ing results from the  ib U  survey ere recognized as very informative and reliable  
the results from the customized pilot surveys did not manage to provide comparable data to measure the 
changes when compared to the baseline. Additional problems were that the response rates in these surveys 
were too low especially at the campus level, to be considered representative. The experiment was repeated 
the following year but not continued after that.

ac  of a s eci  c library uality assurance tool osed a serious roblem due to the fact that customer 
satisfaction rating is used as the key indicator of service quality in the institutional balance scorecard to 
monitor strategic planning at UNAM. The library is required to provide satisfaction ratings for the internal 
stakeholders of the academic community as evidence of its contribution to the strategic objectives of the 
university. After discontinuing to conduct customer satisfaction surveys, the library has settled on a few 
library focussed questions in the annual institutional stakeholder satisfaction survey. 

WHAT ELSE HAS UNAM LIBRARY DONE TO ASSESS QUALITY?  
The UNAM library has after LibQUAL surveys been part and applied other quality assurance methods used 
by higher education institutions observed to be important to maintain relevance, identify service gaps and 
address user needs.

LIBRARY AND THE ACCREDITATION OF PROGRAMMES AT UNAM
UNAM library plays an integral role in the programme accreditations and reviews. Although the national 
higher education accreditation agency  the ational ouncil for igher ducation  does not set s eci  c 
criteria of what is expected from the library, usually the library provides a detailed report of what that library 
has in its collections, facilities and services, which presents an opportunity to identify gaps in the collections 
and services re uired for the s eci  c rogrammes  Through this rocess  the library gets in ut concerning 
ga s in resource and services in s eci  c sub ect  elds and addresses them as art of an accreditation revie  
report monitoring process. 

QUALITY REVIEW AND BENCHMARKING
While recognizing the informative nature and strategic importance of the customer satisfaction survey, the 
U M library has also identi  ed and succeeded in using other tools to identify and measure uality as ects  
especially in areas where measuring customer perceptions does not appear to be successful. 

Under the leadership of the UNAM Centre of Quality Assurance and Management (CEQUAM), the library 
underwent a full-scale Quality Review by an external panel in 2018. The review was carried out by a panel 
comprised of both national and international experts in all aspects of library management and service, 
including library services, procedures and administration, library ICT solutions and archives and records 
management  The anel concluded  that in general both academic staff  and university management  
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expressed satisfaction with the library’s services and operations. The review noted, however, that satisfaction 
re  ects traditional library services  hile there a ear to be lac  of  e ibility and innovativeness in addressing 
ne  emerging service and s ills areas  S eci  cally mentioned ere the needs to develo  research su ort 
services, bibliometric skills and address issues like research impact evaluation and the improvement of 
records management by urgently introducing an electronic records management system. Other key issues 
identi  ed included the need to revie  the library s sta   ng structure to re  ect the changes in the higher 
education environment and the trends in academic libraries  Im roved academic uali  cations of library 
assistant level staff  is also not re  ected as more rofessional ob content and descri tion  The need to 
im rove the library s digital resence and the e tension and transformation of library facilities to re  ect 
increasing student numbers as well as the changing learning, teaching and research modalities were also 
identi  ed  The im ortance of the uality revie  roved to be  in essence  the identi  cation of re uirements 
to respond to new trends in the higher education environment, scholarly publishing, research evaluation and 
funding and academic library development, which do not come about in customer satisfaction surveys, which 
by their nature re  ect roblems in the e isting reality

The library, in collaboration with CEQUAM, developed a 3 to 10-year self-improvement plan based on the 
results of the Quality Review, which has now become the main point of reference for strategic planning. It 
incorporates the previous results of customer satisfaction surveys as part of sources of information for the 
Quality Review. (University of Namibia and CEQUEM 2018; University of Namibia Library and CEQUEM 2019).

In the rocess of ractical im lementation of the uality evie   ndings  the library management realised 
that hile the revie  identi  es needs for ne  service and o erational areas  it does not rovide ractical 
tools on how to implement them. The viable next steps appeared to be benchmarking visits as well the 
continuation of international collaboration to share and learn from the experiences of other libraries and 
to be able to im lement ey service issues identi  ed in the library uality revie  The benchmar  learning 
and capacity development programme was organised with three universities in South Africa: the University 
of Cape Town, Stellenbosch University and Cape Peninsula University of Technology. The benchmarking 
focused on the following areas: research data management, digitization processes and infrastructure, 
institutional re ository or  o  and im act trac ing  bibliometric analysis and research erformance and 
impact analysis, research trends analysis and tools, library publishing services and research support services. 
The key impact of the benchmarking is that the UNAM library, in collaboration with the University of Cape 
Town library, established a publishing platform for UNAM published journals using the experiences gained 
from benchmarking, followed by locally relevant new solutions and capacity building programmes. 

CONCLUSION 
The purpose of the paper was to analyse and describe library quality assurance processes employed at the 
University of Namibia, with the focus on the use of LibQUAL+, an internationally recognised standardised tool 
to measure service quality in libraries.

LibQUAL+ proved to be a reliable tool that can provide very informative comprehensive data that can be used 
to inform strategic decisions, policy development and resource allocations. Our observations corroborate 
with the conclusions made by Dahan et al. (2016) and Lange, Miller-Nesbitt and Severson (2016) that LibQUAL 

rovided meaningful  ndings used to im lement strategic im rovements and inform olicy develo ment  
o ever  it as also observed that  ndings of customer satisfaction surveys li e ib U  cannot be used 

as the only tool to measure the quality of services. Qualitative measures such as focus group discussions, 
quality reviews by external panels of experts and academic programme accreditation reviews should be used 
to provide data that cannot be collected from surveys. We observed that the LibQUAL+ survey could not be 
used as the only means of measuring service quality as based on customer views on existing services it does 
not provide data on new trending issues in HEIs and librarianship.  Our conclusion further corroborates 
with the recommendation made by Atkinson (2017) that reliable library service quality data is important for 
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strategic planning, change management and leadership. It is also evident from our experience that a key 
aspect to succeed in quality assessment is the research capacity of the library, having competencies and 
provision of time to conduct evidence-based research, analyse data and write and share research reports. 
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